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When Was the Last time you actuaLLy 
 admired a safe as much as its contents? or 
more importantly, have you ever seen a safe 
that was aesthetically pleasing?

stockinger [www.stockinger.com] aims 
to completely change this perception with its 
range of superbly designed, state-of-the-art 
safes. not only do they outperform any other 
safe company in appearance, but they are also 
manufactured to the highest security ratings – 
equivalent to those for banks.

as managing director dominik von 
ribbentrop says, “stockinger’s passion is to en-
rich the grey world of bulky safes with a high-
est-class product that is as secure as a bank, as 
precise as a master timepiece, and as beautiful 
as a work of the finest art.”

For years, passionate watch collectors have 
loved stockinger’s innovations and features for 
watches. a stockinger safe not only provides 

optimum protection for 
watch collections, but also ensures that they are 
properly and professionally stored. stockinger 
watch winders for your automatic watches, are 
the ideal solution for collectors.

stockinger also has the ultimate storage 
solution for your jewelery. a made-to-measure 

safe, which properly stores all your pieces of 
jewelry and is easy to operate and maintain, is 
the best thing that can happen to your jewelery. 
Whether it be large or small rings, broaches, 
earrings, wide or narrow necklaces, chokers, 

cuff links, or bangles – you will be able to pres-
ent your jewelery at home in the same style to 
which you are accustomed while viewing collec-
tions at the finest jewelers and goldsmiths.

the Private Line ranges in size from a little 
more than two feet in height to around six feet 
for the magna double-door safe. Prices range 
from $30,000 to upwards of  $125,000, depend-
ing on the client’s desires.•

Stockinger Safes

The Stockinger safe is available in many styles (left and middle); 
Specialized storage is also available (below).


